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Abstract
Frac Driven Interactions (FDI) have gained much attention, but like many past challenges in our industry,
a solution is not far behind. The ability and willingness of operators to share information is at the core of
advancing this solution. Not content to just shut-in our wells and "hope for the best" during nearby frac ops,
we decided to pro-actively learn about FDIs and to apply the learnings to frac defense. Frac defense not
only protects the primary well, it also helps to prevent asymmetrical fractures in the infill well. We provide
methodology used to design and implement FDI defense. Additionally, we also show how we analyzed the
results of the FDI defense to determine its success.

In 2018, we had an opportunity to learn about FDI and documented those interactions, along with the
analysis, in SPE 194349-MS. The original study was initiated to understand FDI and to ultimately determine
appropriate mitigation. In this case study, we used the findings from the initial study to select suitable
mitigation: pre-loading the primary well with water prior to offset fraccing operations. The study location is
one that had previously experienced FDI from offset development wells. The primary wells had recovered
quickly from the past FDI but due to an additional year of depletion, our research showed that recovery
would probably be longer.

The workflow covers well candidate selection, necessary personnel and equipment on location, and the
risk analysis of the overall project. To monitor the effectiveness of mitigation after pre-loading, the team
placed wellhead pressure sensors on pre-loaded primary wells, and primary wells in the adjacent pad.
Sensors were installed on select vertical wells perforated through the target zones. In addition, wirelessy
connected, high-pressure sensors were deployed on actively fraccing wells. All sensors were time-synced
and monitored in real-time. Pressure results indicated that mitigation using the water pre-load method
dampened FDIs. A successful application would manifest in pressure dampening and a reduction of recovery
time. At the time of this writing, flowback operations are ongoing and one primary well recovered to pre-
frac rates within one week. We anticipate a corresponding reduction of recovery time in the other wells.
Most importantly, the infill well immediately offset from the primary is performing as good or better than
the other infills in the same interval.

This paper presents methods ad processes that offer a potential solution to identify candidates for fracture
mitigation, and optimize project economics in a full section, multi-bench development. A novel aspect to
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the data is that all wells were wirelessly connected to the internet, time-synced with the atomic clock, and
monitored in real-time. Time-synched pressure indicators immediately reveal the earliest signs of well-to-
well communication across the entire field of active and passive wells. Pressure readings are reflective
of FDIs allowing the operator to monitor, and proactively apply mitigation techniques in real-time. This
process is known as "active well defense." However, due to certain limitations, we deployed a "passive well
defense" where we injected water into the primary wells prior to frac operations.

Introduction
In 2018, we had an opportunity to study FDIs and documented those interactions, along with the analysis,
in SPE 194349(Scherz, et.al.). The purpose of the original study, "Do Nothing" case, was to understand
the mechanism of the FDI and ultimately determine appropriate mitigation. In this follow-up case study,
we used the findings from the initial study and applied an appropriate mitigation, measured the pressure
responses and analyzed the data. The field used for the mitigation study was one that had experienced FDIs
from offset development wells. The primary wells had recovered quickly from the past FDIs, but additional
one-year depletion along with the "Do Nothing" study, pointed to a potentially slower, two-to-four-month,
recovery to pre-frac oil rates.

For brevity, the definition of terms is contained in the Nomenclature section. In SPE 194349, the 1st order
primary experienced FDI in the 100-400 psi range. Potential sources of communication were determined
with pressure data analysis, along with water and oil chemical tracers. The source of the FDI was identified
as fluid migration from active fractures to passive fractures caused by depleted fractures in the primary 1st

order well. The information on the mechanics behind FDI can be found in King et al. (2017) and Rainbolt
&Esco (2018).

In Whifield, et.al (2018), the authors outlined successful mitigation techniques which they employ "as
standard practice for all infill completion campaigns in both the EagleFord and Permian. The hypothesis of
the "Pre-Load" technique is to "place incompressible fluid in the wellbore and generated fracture network
to prevent fluid movement in the system." They accomplished this by pumping a volume of fluid at low
rates and low pressures into a "sufficient number of offset wells over a sufficient distance". Their Pre-
Load technique outlined in the paper, is a "basic recipe": large volume, low rate, put online parent wells
immediately after infill frac, pre-load parent wells as close to start of frac as possible, and include a surfactant
package.

The original "do nothing" case showed that the 1st order well suffered the most severe FDI, the 2nd

order well experiencing fracture shadow pressures and the 3rd and fourth did not experience any pressure
interactions. A graphical example is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1—"Do-Nothing" frac communication

With this baseline, the Pre-Load configuration was made as follows (Figure 2):
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Figure 2—Pre-Load configuration

Success of the case study was measured by three key performance indicators (KPI):

1. FDI pressures reduced to 50-100 psi (vs. 100-400 psi in "Do-Nothing" case)
2. Primary wells’ return to pre-frac rate quicker than "Do-Nothing" case
3. Infill well peak rate within 5% of other infill wells in same interval

Methodology
Four primary wells, located in Midland Basin, produced 18 months then the section was developed with
infill wells. The two, 1st order, primary wells were pre-loaded with 39,000 barrels of fresh water and nano
surfactant and the two 2nd order, primary wells were pre-loaded with 19,000 barrels of fresh water and nano
surfactant. A gun barrel view of the wells is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3—Gun barrel view of existing primary wells and infill wells with Pre-load volumes

Location Setup.   To prepare for pre-loading, the production team had ten frac tanks centering the four
wells. Lay-flat water transfer lines were laid from the freshwater pit to frac tanks. Well P1A with the ESP
installation was shut in and had a 5k blow-out-preventer (BOP) and Hydril. The team ran a cable spool
down hole to pull the ESP and tubing out of the hole. After re-running in the hole and hydrotesting, the
team ran in the hole a 5.5" packer with an on/off tool right in-between joints of 2 7/8" tubing. After setting
the packer and running packer fluid off the backside, the wells were ready for frac pump setup.

Four frac pumps were rigged up on location on the day of the Pre-load, with one blender tied to all four
of the pumps. A backup fifth pump was also on location, and each of the four frac pumps were hooked up
to their respective well. All iron had line restraints. The team then rigged up biocide, polymer clean up, and
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clay stabilizer to be injected into the freshwater pit through the transfer pump. Nanosurfactant was pumped
into the blender, and all chemical was pumped on the fly.

Pre-loading.   Western wells P1A and P1B (Fig. 3) were injected with 39,000 bbl of water at 5 barrels per
minute (5BPM), covering 130 hours of pump time, or around five and a half days. Eastern wells P2A and
P2B (Fig. 3) were injected with 19,000 bbl of water at 2.5 BPM, covering the same elapsed time of pumping
hours as wells P1A and P1B.

Results
Once the volume was pumped and pumps shut down, the pressure fall off was rapid. Frac operations on
the infill wells began the day after the wells were loaded. Figure 4 below, shows the pressure responses
at fill-up and during infill frac operations. The water injection was successful in increasing the fracture
network pressure in wells P1A, P2A, and P1B; however, well P2B went on vacuum during pre-fill. The well
pressure on P2B increased above zero about stage 50. Well P2A responded with a pressure build during
pre-fill but as soon as the pumps shut down, the well pressure leaked off and did not recover during the
entire frac operations.

Figure 4—Pressure responses of primary wells during Pre-load and infill well frac operations

Of the four wells, only one, well P1B experienced FDIs. Thirty-eight pressure responses greater than 20
psi were observed; of these, three were greater than 100 psi with the largest, 187 psi (see inset in Fig. 4).
To summarize, thirty-five out of thirty-eight, or 92%

Flowback
The primary wells were flowed back first. Within 7 days of opening, Well P1B returned to its pre-frac rate.
The other wells have cut oil but at this writing are still unloading the pre-fill load.

The 1st order Infill, Well I-1B, which is offset the one well with FDI responses, P1B, has as of this date,
the highest peak rate among the infill wells landed at the same interval (Figure 5). In Interval A, Well I-1A
has a peak rate 95% of the highest among the infill wells landed at the same interval (Figure 6)
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Figure 5—Infill well oil rate comparison in interval B

Figure 6—Infill well oil rate comparison in interval A

Conclusions
Success of the case study was defined at the onset of the trial by three key performance indicators (KPI):

1. FDI pressures reduced to 50-100 psi (vs. 100-400 psi in "Do-Nothing" case)
2. Primary wells’ return to pre-frac rate quicker than "Do-Nothing" case
3. Infill well peak rate within 5% of other infill wells in same interval
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Although flowback is ongoing at the writing of this paper, one well has returned to pre-frac rates and
the other wells have cut oil earlier than the "Do Nothing case". The Pre-load dampened or limited the
communication of two neighboring wellbores as evidenced by limited FDI in one well and no FDI in the
other three. In the one well with FDIs, 92% were under 100 psi.

Finally, and the most important to the authors, the 1st order infills are performing as good or better than
the other infills landed in their respective interval. We followed the recommended "basic recipe" proposed
by Whitfield et al. and found it to be straightforward and doable.
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